Locally Owned and Operated.

Certified, Safe and Experienced.

Fast Service – Anytime.

Complete Design, Installation and
Maintenance of Bulk CO2 System.

Holston Gases has been locally owned and operated for more than
55 years – so all the money you spend with us stays within the local
economy. We are a family-owned business that values you as a
customer – and when you call us, you can speak to any of our staff,
from the president of the company to your sales representative. It’s
just the way we do business.

Many of our competitors service their customers on fixed schedules
only. That means if you unexpectedly run out of CO2 during a
football Saturday, you are out of luck – and you lose money and
customer goodwill. Because we are locally owned and operated,
we can be there within hours, no matter when you need service.

24-Hour Service – No Answering
Machines.

Many of the Beverage C02 customers we service are open 24
hours a day. At Holston Gases, our customers can call on us 24
hours a day, seven days a week. When they call they will speak to a
knowledgeable customer service representative, not an answering
machine or recording. So they get immediate help - which gives
them peace of mind.

Customized Delivery Schedule.

To help make sure you always have CO2 on hand, we will
monitor your usage patterns and work with you to develop a
regular delivery schedule. With Holston Gases, you
can have confidence you are getting exactly how
much CO2 you need, when you need it.

Holston Gases supplies only certified “Beverage Grade” C02, and we are
certified by Chart Industries, a leading supplier of C02 tanks and equipment.
We have years of experience in C02 and we will make sure the tank is operating
properly and safely every time we deliver.

Most operators in the Food and Beverage Industry are familiar with the
shortcomings of high-pressure C02 cylinder systems. High-pressure cylinders
can be inconvenient and unsafe to change, and they take up valuable floor
space. Our Bulk C02 System can solve these problems - the system takes
up approximately three square feet of floor space and is stationary in the
location it is installed, so our customer does not have the hassle of changing
heavy cylinders while their customer waits for service. Instead, they receive
continuous, uninterrupted C02 service with no employee handling. Plus, they
operate at low pressure which makes them much safer. Holston Gases can
install and maintain the best Bulk C02 System without any downtime. If you are
using another Bulk C02 Supplier and want to switch to Holston’s local service,
give us a call.

“I have been using Holston
Gases since 1995 at the Smoky
Mountain Breweries and cannot stress enough
how pleased I have been with the degree of

THE
REALIZATION
Of
PERFECT
CARBONATION

professionalism, courtesy and above and beyond
service rendered on a consistent basis. I also
appreciate the high degree that the technical
staff devotes to providing the highest quality
Beverage Grade C02 for our products especially

“Since we opened our doors

the low measure of Oxygen which is of extreme

in 2012 Holston Gases has been

importance to the brewing industry. I whole

right by our side with great

heartedly recommend Holston Gases to anyone

equipment and top notch customer

interested in consistent quality.”

service. When it comes to the
growth and success of Wicked
Weed, Holston Gases is
part of the process.”

Marty Velas
Fanatic Brewing Co. Knoxville, TN;
Formerly with Smoky Mtn. Brewing Co.
Gatlinburg, TN

Luke Dickinson
Owner of Wicked Weed Brewing
Asheville, NC
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We Are Your Bulk Beverage C02 Experts.
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Your Partner in the Beverage C02 Industry. Keeping Your Customers Happy... Means Profitability for You!
TOO LITTLE!

TOO MUCH!

JUST RIGHT!

• CERTIFIED “BEVERAGE GRADE” C02
• FAST SERVICE - ANYTIME
• LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED
• 24-HOUR SERVICE - NO ANSWERING MACHINES
• CUSTOMIZED DELIVERY SCHEDULE
• CERTIFIED SAFE AND EXPERIENCED
• COMPLETE DESIGN, INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE
OF BULK CO2 SYSTEM.
There is nothing worse than having to turn
customers away without serving them the
drinks they want because an empty cylinder
of CO2 has not been changed. With a
bulk CO2 system from Holston Gases, the
customer no longer has to worry about

Flat Beer

Foamy Beer

Perfect Beer

changing cylinders. We are local, and we
are experienced – which means you always

Many Draft systems today utilize a blend of C02 and Nitrogen. Mixing Carbon Dioxide

get fast, professional service. If you are

(C02) and Nitrogen (N2) gases for dispensing draft beer is becoming more popular in the

looking for a dependable supplier, and

Food and Beverage Industry. Driving this popularity is the dispensing of Guinness, stouts,

your restaurant or beer needs a bulk system

and craft beers. Gas blending is also used to dispense ales and lagers where high gas

designed and installed, or just a bulk system

pressures are required to propel beer through a long draw. Whether your system requires

changed out, our Beverage CO2 Division

plain CO2 or a nitrogen blend, Holston Gases has the gas you need for the perfect pour.

will give you the service when you need it.
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